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Helga Gunkel  and Flora Gutierrez are the first women of the tax police, In their first mission they are sent to  Kerrén, a small vil lage located on the Big 
Island of Tierra de Fuego, where they investigate the theft of Sigfried, a fine blood horse owned by Don Raymond  Gamper, a powerful mentero of German 
origin, owner of everything and everyone.

This simple case hides a criminal who has returned for revenge, star ting a series of other crimes that the people prefer to ignore, however, for Helga and 
Flora, transforms into a mysterious puzzle of intrigues that will have to be elucidated. puzzle
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Flora comes from a popular social environment, and was raised in a neighborhood near the equestrian club where her 
father worked as a horse caregiver. 

She is single, spontaneous, messy, smoker and likes alcohol. She previously worked as a dactylographer for the Tax  Police. 
She’s never married because she hasn’t had much luck in the affairs of love. 

FLORA
GUTIÉRREZ



Descendants of Germans, she acquired the hobby of photography thanks to her grandfather, a tool she will use to record the 
place of events and photograph the victims, thus  incorporating photography into the investigation procedures. She studied 
at a German school where she also learned to shoot. She’s methodical, orderly and punctual, very athletic, she’s been running 
every  morning for years. Moving away from the city has allowed her to hide a loving past of violence and mistreatment. 

HELGA
GUNKEL



Powerful and influential workstation descended from the third generation of Bavarian settlers arriving in Chile in the 
mid-19th century. Owner of Estancia Maxfelsen, a huge land of several thousand hectares that extends from the Strait 
of Magellan to the border with Argentina. Man seasoned in the rudeness of Patagonia. Widowed with a son who lives in 
the capital, he has devoted his last years to raising fine blood horses. It is law and order in these places, it finances the 
church, the school and the pension that gives life to the people. 

RAYMOND
GAMPER



38-year-old half-height, black hair and intense blue eyes. Born and raised in the Maxfelsen Stay, he was over time gaining 
the trust of Don Raymond, today ostentatious the title of Delegate to the community, execute orders and manage livestock.

His real surname is Ligmanque, but he made  Ligman a way to germanize him.
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